Purl on RS, knit on WS.

Slip 4 sts to cn, hold to back, k1, p2, k1, [k1, p2, k1] from cn.

Slip 4 sts to cn, hold to front, k1, p2, k1, [k1, p2, k1] from cn.

Slip 5 sts to cn, hold to back, k1, p3, k1, [k1, p3, k1] from cn.

Slip 5 sts to cn, hold to front, k1, p3, k1, [k1, p3, k1] from cn.

M1PR

Knit on RS, purl on WS.

Turn work.

Yo or P2tog on WS.

Ssk

8-row repeat

26-st panel

28-st panel

32-st panel

32-st panel

32-st panel

Texture Pattern

8-row repeat

26-st panel

28-st panel

32-st panel

4-row repeat

3-st repeat

end left front

begin left front, back, sleeves

end back, sleeves

begin right front, back, sleeves

end right front

begin right front

begin left front

begin left front, back, sleeves